RCC students performing updated “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”

GRANTS PASS — Theater art students at Rogue Community College will present a version of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” that has been adapted to modern-day language.

Performances are scheduled 3-4:15 p.m. June 6 and 11 in the Rogue Auditorium, RCC Redwood Campus, 3345 Redwood Hwy.

“Shakespeare’s plays tell wonderful stories and capture the human condition beautifully,” said Wayd Drake, RCC Humanities instructor. “Unfortunately, the language can be a barrier to understanding. This modernized adaptation is intended to increase understanding and appreciation for Shakespeare’s play,” he explained.

Admission is by donation. For more information contact Drake at 541-956-7165 or wdrake@roguecc.edu.

###

Twitter cue: RCC students perform “Midsummer Night’s Dream” June 6 and 11 in Grants Pass.
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